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Suppression of the vortex glass transition due to correlated defects with a persistent direction
perpendicular to an applied magnetic field

Ryusuke Ikeda* and Kiyokazu Myojin
Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan

~Received 5 February 2004; published 10 May 2004!

It is found in terms of the lowest Landau level approach for the Ginzburg–Landau model that, in bulk type
II superconductors with correlated defects, such as columnar defects, with a persistent directionperpendicular
to an applied fieldH, a continuous vortex-glass transition should be depressed to a low enough temperature in
the limit of weak point disorder. Based on this finding, remarkable reductions of the glass transition tempera-
tures, seen in twin-free YBCO with columnar defects inH'c andtwinnedYBCO in Hic, are discussed. It is
pointed out that, in both of these two situations, the critical scaling of vanishing resistivities is anisotropic in
spite of anisotropic scaling of correlation lengths and hence, makes it possible to determinetwo critical
exponents by changing the relative angle between the current and the correlated defects.
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It is well understood that, in three-dimensional~3D! type
II superconductors with correlated line defects, a continu
vortex-glass transition~the so-called Bose-glass transition!1

should occur in nonzero magnetic fields parallel to the l
defects. Since this glass ordering is conceptually and
mally equivalent to the corresponding quantum transition
the two-dimensional~2D! case, it should be described a
cording to Ref. 2 as a long-ranged phase coherence meas
by the glass correlation function

GG~r2r 8!5@ u^c~r !~c~r 8!!* &u2#, ~1!

which was introduced to describe the vortex-glass transi
in 3D due to point defects.3 Here, c is the pair-field,^ &
denotes the thermal average, and@ # implies the average ove
a quenched randomness. Examining Eq.~1! under the
Ginzburg–Landau~GL! Hamiltonian4

H5E
r
Feucu21j0

2US 2 i¹1
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f0
ADcU2

1
b

2
ucu4

1u~r !ucu21 f ~r !~¹3 j ~r !!zG ~2!

with random potentialsu and f is a natural starting point fo
understanding a glass transition, characterized by the di
pearance of the Ohmic resistance, in vortex states as fa
the transition is continuous,3–6 where j (r )5j0

2c* (2 i¹
12pA/f0)c1c.c., b.0, e.(T2Tc0)/Tc0, andf0 is the
flux quantum.

In this note, we argue that, in a fieldperpendicularto
strong line disorder, such acontinuousvortex-glass transition
does not occur at nonzero temperatures as far asno point
disorder is present, and hence that, with increasing point
order, the ~dimensionless! glass transition temperaturetG
5TG /Tc0 in this case is elevated in contrast to the case7 with
no line disorder, whereTc0 is the zero field transition point in
eachsample. Our interest in phenomena in this field config
ration was motivated by an observation8 in twin-free YBCO
with heavy-ions irradiated along thec axis. In contrast to the
material ~intrinsic! anisotropy on the width of the vortex
0163-1829/2004/69~18!/180505~4!/$22.50 69 1805
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liquid region betweenHic andH'c cases in an unirradiate
sample of cuprates, the vortex-liquid region of an irradia
sample inH'c is much wider, in particular in lowerH,
compared with the corresponding one inHic and has almost
the same extent as that of the unirradiated sample inHic.
Although, at the microscopic level, a heavy-ion irradiation
cuprates may correspond to an overdoping and hence, le
a reduction of the intrinsic material anisotropy, it is qui
difficult to attribute the strange resistive broadenin8

(tG-reduction! in H'c to such a change of microscopic d
tails. Based on the present theory, such atG-reduction in
H'c should commonly occur in the cases with weaker po
defects, and a highertG is expected in samples with a large
amount of point defects. Throughout this paper, the Bra
glass~BrG! phase is assumed to have been destroyed o
have been pushed down to lower temperatures9 than tG by
strong~or a high density of! line disorder. Assuming a strong
line disorder is appropriate in discussing theH'c data in
Ref. 8 where the ordinary Bose-glass transition, typical
cases with strong columnar defects, was seen in the irr
ated case inHic. In addition, the same idea will be appl
cable to phenomena in twinned YBCO inHic, if twin
boundaries are parallel in orientation to one another. A si
lar reduction oftG in twinned YBCO inHic10 may also be a
reflection of the same mechanism as above.

A key fact leading to the above-suggested picture,
quickly found by examining the correlation function~1!
within the lowest Landau level~LLL ! modes of the pair field.
Since a key idea is found in the plane perpendicular toHi x̂,
as shown in Fig. 1, we have only to focus on the 2D case
y–z plane. We work in the type II limit with no gauge
fluctuation. Except in the close vicinity ofTG , this treatment
is justified even in the case with only point disorder.11 Under
the Landau gaugeA5Hyẑ, the pair-field within LLL is ex-
pressed byc5N0(pwpexp(ipz2(y1prH

2 )2/(2r H
2 )), where

r H5Af0 /(2pH) is the magnetic length,N0 is a normaliza-
tion constant, andp is a quantum number measuring th
degeneracy in LLL. Then, Eq.~2! in 2D takes the form
H 0

(2D)1Hpin
(2D) within LLL, where
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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H 0
(2D)5~e12pj0

2H/f0!r̃01~b/2!(
k

vky
vkz

ur̃ku2,

Hpin
(2D)5(

k
~uk1~ky

21kz
2!r H

2 f k!~vky
vkz

!1/2r̃2k . ~3!

Here, vkj
5exp(2kj

2rH
2 /2), r̃k5(pexp(ipkyr H

2 )(wp)* wp1kz
,

and uk ( f k) is the Fourier transform ofu(r ) ( f (r )). Then,
consistently, the Fourier transform ofGG(r ) is expressed as

G̃G~k!5vky
vkz(

p,p8
ei( p2p8)kyr H

2
@^wp~wp8!* &

3^wp81kz
~wp1kz

!* &#. ~4!

When the random pinning potentialsuk and f k , satisfying

@uk#5@ f k#50, are due only to line defects parallel toẑ, i.e.,
persistent alongẑ, the correlators@ukuk8#5Dkdk1k8,0 and
@ f k f k8#5DF,kdk1k8,0 are independent ofkz . Sincep in our
gauge appears as a momentum inz direction,^wp1

(wp2
)* & is

nonzero only whenp15p2. Then, it is clear that any
ky-dependence in Eq.~4! occurs only from the prefactorvky

which is unrelated to a critical divergence of glass corre
tion, and hence thatGG(r ) becomes short-ranged in they
direction perpendicular to both the line defects andH. It
means that no 3Dcontinuousglass transition in the presen
case should occur at finite temperatures (T.0), because this
glass correlation, according to the above-mentioned fac
equivalent to the glass correlation in 2D systems with po
disorder which does not become long-ranged atT.0.2–4,11

To obtain a feeling in applying this fact to real system
let us examineGG in a familiar ladder approximation5 and
using the anisotropic 3D GL model12 underH'c. Since a
situation with only line disorder is not possible in real ma
rials with inevitably an amount of point disorder include
the strengthsDp andDF,p of point disorder andD l andDF,l
of line disorder are introduced in the mannerDk5Dp
1D ldkz,0

andDF,k5DF,p1DF,ldkz,0
. We also note that, a

far as the low field range13 H,0.1f0 /(s2g), in which the
lock-in effect of Josephson vortices is negligible, is co
cerned, the use of the anisotropic GL model inH'c is jus-
tified, wheres is the layer spacing of a quasi-2D superco
ductor, and g is the uniaxial anisotropy. Then, afte
performing the random-averaging of the free energy for

FIG. 1. Superconductor with line defects~dashed lines! parallel
to ẑ described in they–z plane perpendicular to an applied fieldi x̂.
The positions in they direction of defects are random.
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random GL model, the replicated Hamiltonian becom
(aH 0

(a)1(a,bHp
(a,b) , wherea andb are replica indices. The

replica off-diagonal term, implying the vortex pinning e
fects, is given by

Hp
(a,b)52

1

2Ek
V~ky ,kz!r̃

(aa)~k!r̃ (bb)~2k!

52E
k

ṽkz

2 S Dpṽky
1D l

r H

j0
A2p

g D ur̃ (ab)~k!u2, ~5!

where

V~ky ,kz!5 ṽkyS Dpṽkz
1

2pD l

j0
d~kz! D , ~6!

ṽky
5exp(2ky

2rH
2g/2), ṽkz

5exp(2kz
2rH

2 /(2g)), and r̃ (ab)(k)

5(pexp(ipkyr H
2 )(wp

(a))* wp1kz

(b) . For simplicity, we have

dropped in Eq.~5! a similar term expressed in terms o
VF(ky ,kz), which is defined asV(ky ,kz) with Dp and D l
replaced byDF,p andDF,l , respectively. As in the familiar
case with only point disorder (D l5DF,l50), the second line
of Eq. ~5! directly appears in the denominator ofG̃G(k) in
Gaussian approximation. In 3D, it takes the form

G̃G~k!.
jG

2

11jG
2 (

j 5x,y,z
cjkj

2
, ~7!

where cy.gDp , and cz.g21(Dp1D l r HA2p/g/j0).
Hence, the glass correlation lengthjG,y5cy

1/2jG in the y di-
rection vanishes whenDp→0. Physically, it means a deve
opment of an effective ‘‘anisotropy’’ (}Dp

21/2) weakening
the glass correlation in they direction. Hence, a 2D-like
vortex-glass fluctuation behavior should be seen whenjG,y is
shorter thanr H . The situation is partly similar to the
reduction13 of the rigidity of shear distortions perpendicula
to the layers in the high field Josephson vortex lattice in
sense that an ordering in the direction perpendicular to b
H and persistent~extended! pinning objects tends to be sup
pressed. Since, as well as theg dependence of the melting o
glass transition9 line due only to point disorder inHic, an
increase of such an ‘‘anisotropy’’~i.e., a reduction of corre-
lation in a direction! reducesTG(H), the vortex liquid region
should be wider as the point disorder is weakened, as fa
TG(H) or HG(T) lies above, if any, a BrG melting curve~see
Fig. 2!. This suppression ofTG should be more remarkabl
in lower H and/or in less anisotropic systems because,
cording to thecz expression, the effective point disorde
strength to be compared withD l is not Dp but DpAgH.

In Fig. 2, an expected glass transition curveHG(T) due to
line defects perpendicular toH is sketched by assuming th
presence of a small amount of point disorder. As alrea
mentioned, effects of point disorder are weaker in lowerH
~and for less anisotropic systems!, and hence, as in the figure
the solid curveTG(H) in high enough fields approaches th
dashed curve fromlower fields. This tendency is opposite t
that in the Bose-glass case with additional point defects9,14
5-2
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and seems to be consistent with features of the irreversib
lines in Ref. 8. The anomalously broad vortex liquid regim
in twin-free YBCO with a large amount of columnar defec8

is a reflection oftG diminishing in the limit of weak point
disorder, because the unirradiated twin-free YBCO, show
a first-order melting atHm(T), should be characterized by
smallamount of point disorder. Thus, any material includi
a larger amount of point defects should have a highertG(H)
than that seen there.8 It is interesting to examine the corre
sponding situation ofcleansamples of more anisotropic ma
terials, such as BSCCO and a slightly underdoped YBCO
H'c which, to the best of our knowledge, have not be
reported so far.

If the line ~columnar! disorder is, in contrast to the situa
tion in Ref. 8, weak enough, such an anomalously redu
tG(H) may be blocked from below by the BrG phase~see
Fig. 2! and not be realized, at least in low fields, as a sup
conducting transition line. Even in the present case wit
tendency of anisotropic vortex ordering parallel to extend
pinnings, it seems to us that the BrG melting should
discontinuous.15

Next, let us comment on the critical behaviors of dime
sionless conductivitiesSyy andSzz for a current perpendicu

lar to Hi x̂ just aboveTG . According to Refs. 4 and 5, a
conductivity yielding the Kubo formula in a case with a
isotropy in the plane perpendicular toH can be conveniently
represented in terms of six pairs of Feynman diagrams c
posed of the glass correlation functionG̃G(k) and additional
~pinning-induced! vertex corrections accompanied b
V(ky ,kz) andVF(ky ,kz). One such diagram is described
Fig. 3. The additional vertex correction is necessary to ob
Syy andSzz consistent withG̃G defined in LLL. The result-
ing glass contributionS l l

(G) to S l l for a current in thel direc-
tion (l 5y or z) takes the form5

FIG. 2. Vortex-glass transition~solid! curve HG(T) in H per-
pendicular to strong line defects described by assuming the p
ence ofweakpoint defects and a possible Bragg-glass~BrG! phase
at low enoughT. Inclusion of higher LLs will be needed to obtai
the low H ~thin dashed! portion of HG(T). The thick dashed curve
Hm(T) is the melting or glass transition curve in the correspond
case with no line disorder where the BrG phase may be realized
below Hm(T) at least in lower fields. Note thatHG(T) approaches
Hm(T) from belowwith increasingH.
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S l l
(G).E

k1

E
k2

~k13 x̂! l~k23 x̂! lV~k1,y ,k1,z!

3VF~k2,y ,k2,z!I ~k1,z ,k2,z!S 2
]

]V D
3T(

v
G̃G~k12k2 ;v,v1V!uV→10 , ~8!

wherev andV are Matsubara frequencies,I (k1,z ,k2,z) is a
product of the pair-field propagators, and a positive cons
factor on the right-hand side was not expressed here.
frequencies inG̃G are trivially included because the pinnin
functionsV and VF carry no frequencies. IfDp5DF,p50,
Eq. ~8! results inSyy

(G)50, irrespective of the distance from
TG(Dp5DF,p50)50. This should be expected because t
vortices moving along the correlated defects (i ẑ) are never
disturbed by them. Further, in the realistic case with po
defects, Eq.~8! implies

Syy
(G);jG

zG21 , Szz
(G);jG

zG , ~9!

wherezG is a dynamical critical exponent. That is, althoug
the scaling of correlation lengths is isotropic, the linear
sponse is anisotropic so that the exponentnG of jG andzG
can be determined independently through resistivity data
allel and perpendicular to the line defects. Although no n
merical estimation of critical exponents in this case with li
defects perpendicular toH is available, it will be reasonable
to expect them to take the same values as those in the pu
point disorder case.

The above-mentioned results will be applicable to oth
situations with correlated defects persistent in a unique
rection perpendicular toH. Among them,twinned YBCO
samples withparallel twin boundaries~TBs! in Hic are fa-
miliar and will be examined here. Since the TBs in this ca
have another persistent direction parallel toH leading to the
transverse Meissner effect,5,1 this situation has been treate
so far rather as an analogue of the Bose-glass case17 by ne-
glecting a TB’s persistent direction within thea–b plane.
Then, one would expect an increase oftG just like in the
Bose-glass case.9,14 However, a lowering oftG(H)10 due to
the TBs was observed~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 10!. As in the case
with both point and line defectsiH,9 the qx dependence of
GG(q) peculiar to the Bose-glass case is changed near c

s-

g
st

FIG. 3. One of the diagrams representingS l l ( l 5y or z). The
solid and thick dashed lines denote the pair-field propagator
LLL and the next lowest LL, respectively, a thin dashed line with
cross is a pinning line carryingV(ky ,kz) or VF(ky ,kz), and the

rectangle denotesG̃G .
5-3
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cality, due to the point disorder in such a twinned samp
into the dispersion in a case with no correlated disord
Thus, the situation is similar to the columnar-irradiat
YBCO in H'c, and the above-mentioned mechanism o
tG-reduction will work well even in this twinned case a
though the effects may be less remarkable than in
columnar-irradiated YBCO. Actually, as seen in Fig. 4~a! of
Ref. 16, an increase of point disorder in twinned YBC
seems to result in an increase oftG in contrast to the corre
sponding behavior in twin-free YBCO.7

The conductivity anisotropy in this twinned case is stro
ger than that of Eq.~9! in the irradiatedH'c case because o
the two correlated directions of TBs, and the exponentszG
andzG21 in Eq.~9! are replaced in the twinnedHic case by
z̃G11 and z̃G21, respectively, so that the ratioSzz/Syy

;jG
2 is independent of the~different! dynamical exponentz̃G

in this case. Here, we have assumed a different critical
havior from that in the irradiatedH'c case.

It is also straightforward to extend the analysis on
conductivities to static responses5 and to derive intuitively
expected results in the twinned case such as the presen
a transverse Meissner effect for a tilt transverse to the T
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and its absence for a parallel tilt. Further, a similar anis
ropy of resistive critical behavior to Eq.~9! should also ap-
pear clearly in temperature dependencies of resistivities
the quantum critical region of a field-tuned superconduct
insulator quantum transition2,18 in superconducting films
with, as in Fig. 1, parallel line defects in addition to poi
defects. In this case,Szz is divergent upon cooling with an
algebraic power in the temperatureT, while Syy saturates at
a nonuniversal finite value. Their details will be explain
elsewhere.19

In conclusion, a continuous vortex-glass transition due
line defects extended perpendicularly to the magnetic fiel
found not to occur without point defects. Based on this fin
ing, a strange reduction of the irreversibility line in twin-fre
YBCO in H'c was discussed. In this and a similar syste
like a twinned YBCO inHic, ananisotropiccritical scaling
of resistivities is realized in spite of an isotropic scaling
the correlation lengths, and its experimental verification
hoped.
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